Abstract There is accumulated evidence of the existence of a deleterious effect of smoking on birth outcomes. Understanding the effect of smoking on pregnancy is a critical issue because of the public policy implications for dissuading maternal smoking. We explore this issue by using the propensity score method and compare that with parametric estimators. First we estimate the treatment effect of smoking during pregnancy on different birth outcomes, by race. Then, we extend the method to the case of the multi-treatment ''intensity of smoking.'' The deleterious effect of smoking is found robust to the different estimation methods used.
Introduction
Despite the remarkable decline in smoking in the United States of America, smoking is still a common form of maternal substance abuse during pregnancy and is thought to be the largest modifiable risk factor for pregnancy [1] . There is accumulated evidence suggesting that maternal smoking during pregnancy has a negative effect on birthweight, by increasing the risk of low birth weight (less than 2,500 g), as well as the risk for other infant health hazards [1, 2] . There is also strong evidence of dose responsiveness on birthweight [2] . Nonetheless, the causality and the magnitude of such effects are still unclear.
With few exceptions the literature relies on ''selection on observables'' [3] and the standard practice consists of entering characteristics in levels in a linear model such as birthweight regression. Skepticism regarding causal interpretation of the associations between maternal smoking and undesirable birth outcomes arises because it is believed that women who persist in smoking through pregnancy are not likely to be randomly drawn from the pregnant population. A potential bias arises because there might be persistent omitted factors that affect both the birth outcome and the smoking decision.
An ideal framework for assessing the effects of maternal smoking would be to conduct an experimental trial in which expectant mothers would be randomly assigned into smoking and non-smoking groups. Ethical considerations, as well as costs, preclude such experiments. As an alternative to the experimental approach, several non-experimental methods have been proposed. In the econometric literature, the dominant approach has been to model causality and self-selection using a system of structural equations. A classical method often used in applied economics to obtain consistent estimators is the two step least squares, mainly the Instrumental Variable (IV) estimator. Recent contributions from economists address the problem of potential endogeneity in smoking using IV methods [4, 5, 6] and Bayesian treatment models [7] . Overall, they find a higher impact of smoking on birthweight than have previous epidemiological studies. This finding contradicts the main dominant belief in the epidemiology and medical literature that mothers who smoke have other undesirable unobservable characteristics, and therefore the higher prevalence of adverse outcomes is due to the smoker and not to the smoking per se [8] [9] [10] [11] . These studies are not convincing because the statistical methods applied rely on strong assumptions. Indeed the empirical consequences of the IV scheme depend greatly on the ''quality of the instruments,'' as well as on the amount of heterogeneity in the population to be observed.
Our main contribution in this article is to use the propensity score matching method to estimate the impact of smoking on birth outcomes. Matching estimation has received increasing attention in the econometric literature as a serious alternative to structural analysis of nonexperimental data [For a comprehensive survey see 12, 13] . Originally developed by Rubin [14] and Rosenbaum and Rubin [15] , matching methods were extended by Heckman et al. [16] , Imbens [17] , and Lechner [18] .
Matching allows us to address some limitations of ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates. First, the linearity assumption of OLS can hide the failure of ''common support'' conditions. Matching methods rely on the ''common support'' assumption. Although it does not solve the support problem, matching methods allow us to get a clear sense of the extent of the problem. Second, the major advantages of matching procedures are that they do not require parametric functional form and exclusion restrictions. Moreover, leaving the individual causal effects completely unrestricted reduces the problem of heterogeneity in the population. The Stata command to perform propensity score matching [psmatch] is implemented by Barbara Sianesi [19] .
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The next section presents the propensity score matching method. The following section describes the data used, including the birth outcome variables and smoking variables. Next we discuss the statistical results for ordinary least squares, probit regressions and propensity score methods, followed by a discussion of the results of propensity score methods in comparison with the benchmark regressions. The final section presents some concluding remarks
Methods

Matching methods
Using the terminology in the evaluation literature we were interested in evaluating the effect of the treatment of interest ''smoking during pregnancy'' (S = 1), relative to another treatment ''no smoking during pregnancy'' (S = 0), on the birth outcomes (BO). Let BO 1 be the birth outcome of a smoker and BO 0 the birth outcome for nonsmoker, we want to estimate: s ¼ E½BO 1 À BO 0 jS ¼ 1 ¼ E½BO 1 jS ¼ 1 À E½BO 0 jS ¼ 1, the so-called ''average treatment effects on the treated population'' [3] . The problem is that we observe the first term on the right side, but we cannot observe the second term, that is, the birth outcome a smoker would have had if she had chosen not to smoke. The difference E ½BO 1 jS ¼ 1 À E½BO 0 jS ¼ 0 can be estimated, but if mothers who smoke are not random, that is a potential source of bias for the estimator of s.
Randomization of the assignment to treatment S would solve this problem, but it is ethically unviable. The matching method provides a way to estimate treatment effects when controlled randomization is not possible. It is based on a simple idea: for each mother who smokes, find a group of comparable mothers who have similar observable characteristics among the non-smokers. Within each set of matched individuals one can then estimate the impact of maternal smoking on the individual by the difference in the sample means. Unmatched observations are discharged from analysis; therefore, the matching estimator approximates the virtues of randomization mainly by balancing the distribution of the observed attributes across smokers and non-smokers. Deheija and Wahba [20] showed that matching provides a significantly closer estimate for the treatment effects than the standard parametric techniques.
It is important to note that matching methodology still rests on a strong underlying assumption, unconfoundedness. This assumption asserts that the relevant differences between smokers and non-smokers are captured by the observable characteristics of mothers, and that conditional on these characteristics, smoking status can be taken to be random. Formally; BOjjSjX; wherejjdenotes independence:
We have further to assume that there are smokers and non-smokers for each possible set of characteristics x in X, i.e., 0\PrðSjXÞ\1 ð2Þ
One challenge in matching is that the process is almost impractical when many variables are involved. As an alternative, the empirical literature often invokes the finding of Rosenbaum and Rubin [15] that showed that if (1) and (2) hold then individuals can be matched based on the propensity of smoking participation P(x), rather than conditional on X itself. This propensity score method has been applied by several researchers [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The unconfoundedness assumption validates the comparison of smokers and non-smokers with the same (or close) values of P(X)(or X). Therefore, it is possible to estimate the ''potential'' average effect of smoking during pregnancy on the birth outcomes among smokers, by calculating the difference between the birth outcomes of smokers and what the birth outcomes would have been if they did not smoke.
Estimation of a propensity score binary matching method is therefore done in two steps. The first step is to estimate a propensity score P(X) for smoking. Any standard probability model can be used to estimate it. The second step, given the estimated propensity score, is to apply the matching methods to the univariate non-parametric regression E ½B0jS ¼ j; PðXÞ; j ¼ 0; 1. We apply the radius method of matching. This method consists of matching each smoker to non-smokers whose propensity scores are within some tolerance level å. If there are no non-smoker observations within the tolerance this smoker record is discarded. Thus, the method matches a person i if and only if jPðX i Þ À PðX j Þj å.
Estimation of multiple treatments
The previous analysis of smoking/non-smoking groups can be extended to allow for different levels of smoking. Using the terminology introduced by Imbens [17] , and Lechner [18] , we assume that there are K+1 exclusive treatments denoted by 0, 1,…, K+1, where the value zero corresponds to the absence of treatment. Therefore in our case the different treatments correspond to four levels of smoking (non-smoking, light, moderate, and heavy) and are denoted by S2{0,1,23}. The potential outcomes denoted by B0 0 , BO 1 , BO 2 , BO 3 are associated with the different (mutually exclusive) levels.
The identification assumption means that there exists a set of observable variables X, such that BOjjSjP s ðXÞ, where P s denotes the probability of intensity s conditional on X. If the assumption holds, then the distribution of smoking effects may be identified for any pair of different levels, say {0,1} as ðB0 0 ; B0 1 ÞjjSj½P 0 ; P 1 ðXÞ: S 2 f0; 1g. Our main focus is to estimate E [B0 1 -B0 0 |S = 1], i.e., the average conditional effect given the level of smoking l relative to non-smoking 0.
Data
The main data for this study come from the birth/infant death period linked file, compiled by the United States National Center for Health Statistics for the 1995 birth cohort. The dataset links the National Natality Detail files and National Mortality Detail files, which are derived from the universe of birth and death certificates in the 57 registration areas in the Unites States. The birth certificate includes much information about the mother and infant.
Information from the death certificates includes infant's race, residence, age at death and causes of death.
To obtain the data used in the study, we selected 25% of the roughly 3.9 million live births that occurred in the United States in 1995. This sample was selected to include all reported births that resulted in an infant or fetal death, of which there are roughly 26,000 in each category. The remaining birth records for our sample were drawn at random, albeit with STATA procedures that can be replicated, from the remaining births that did not result in a perinatal death. Because the sub-sample over-represents the number of perinatal deaths, we used appropriate sampling weights to deal with that. Due to computational limitations the selected sample of Caucasian mothers was still too large, so we randomly selected a 35% sub-sample of these records.
The birth certificates of California, Indiana, New York State (excluding New York City) and South Dakota do not have information on maternal smoking during pregnancy. For this reason these states were not included in our analysis. Therefore 20% of the original data was deleted from analysis. The exclusion of the data from California disproportionately affects the representation of Hispanics. Consequently Hispanics were also excluded from the analysis. Births by mothers who reside outside the U.S. are also not included in the analysis. Multiple births are excluded because they are significantly different from singleton births with respect to birth outcomes and mortality risk. In addition, records of live births with missing birthweight information and those coded with implausible weights (less than 400 g) are discharged from the analysis. We excluded from the analysis the records of fetal death with fetuses less than 20 weeks old. Again the selection process can be replicated. Our final dataset includes 485,905 records in which the mother is African American and 681,600 in which the mother is Caucasian. Two items on the US birth certificates record whether the mother reports smoking during pregnancy and, if she smokes, the number of cigarettes smoked per day.
Dependent variable
It is assumed that each individual is born with a certain initial endowment of health that is not directly observed. A common measure of the stock of health at birth is birthweight. To allow for the non-linearity between birthweight and well-being, we used a dichotomous variable to identify low birthweight (LBW) infants. Although a birthweight of 2,500 g does not represent specific biological categories, empirical studies show that this reference does well in identifying infants with high risks of mortality and morbidity [24] . The clinical and epidemiological literature on birth outcomes has shown that the health production functions of African American and Caucasians should be separately estimated. [25] [26] [27] 
Smoking variables
The smoking participation decision is naturally coded as a binary variable equal to ''1'' if mother reports that she has smoked. The distribution of cigarette consumption has focal answers (10, 20, 40) recognized in the medical literature as different levels of addiction and health risk. Therefore we create a polycothomous variable which aggregates smokers by the quantities consumed: the variable assumes the value ''0'' when the mother reports no consumption, ''1'' if she reports light consumption (less than 10 cigarettes a day), ''2'' if she reports moderate consumption (10 or more and less than 20 cigarettes a day) and ''3'' if she reports heavy consumption (20 or more cigarettes a day).
Other independent variables
Another set of explanatory variables that may explain the variability of birth outcomes were selected following closely the epidemiological literature. The estimated models include infant sex, mother's age, marital status, weight gain adjusted for gestational length, maternal education background and a set of dummy variables for selected diseases, obstetric history, and adequacy of prenatal care. We also included state dummy variables identifying the state of residence at time of delivery. Parity levels were coded as dummy variables according to Frisbie [28] categories. Adequacy of prenatal care follows the Kotelchuck's Adequacy of Prenatal Care Utilization (APNCU) Index [29] . A main limitation of the dataset is the lack of data on socio-economic variables, such as income level and insurance type.
Empirical results
Data on smoking behavior, by race, is reported in Table 1 . As can be seen, nearly 17.6% of Caucasian women and 10.8% of African American women self-reported smoking during pregnancy. The majority of mothers who continue smoking during pregnancy are moderate consumers. Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the sample of  Caucasian mothers and Table 3 for the sample of African American mothers. The data suggests that smokers and non-smokers tend to differ with respect to their observable characteristics. As other have shown, mothers who smoke during pregnancy tend to be less educated, more likely to be unmarried, start prenatal care later, as well as gain significantly less weight during pregnancy. Moreover, Caucasian mothers who smoke during pregnancy are younger than their peers, while African American smokers tend to be older.
Benchmark results
We estimated the hybrid and reduced form models with standard regression methods, by race. To the extent that the correlation between smoking and birth outcomes is causal, the estimated coefficient should not change much when controlling for additional pre-existing characteristics. We also report the odds-ratio of smoking and population risks attributable to smoking (PRAS) estimated by logistic regression.
Parametric estimates for dichotomous treatment (smoking, no smoking) on birthweight are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . First of all, one can see that models have a low explanatory power. This is a common result in the related literature which indicates that birth outcomes are determined by complex relations and often by non-observable variables. Nonetheless, the variables of interest are statistically significant at the conventional levels.
The results support previous findings that smoking has a deleterious association with health stock at birth. The estimated birthweight deficit associated with maternal smoking ranges from 200 to 280 g, which falls close to the mean of the interval of the previous epidemiological estimates [2] . As expected, after controlling for the mother's demographic characteristics and for the level of prenatal care received, the impact of smoking decreases. The estimates are stable among the other regressions. The consistency of the results suggests that the smoking impact is causal and increases the risks independently of other key determinants of birth outcomes. A similar convergence to previous studies arises in our LBW infant estimates: the likelihood of a LBW delivery doubles among mothers who reported smoking during pregnancy (Tables 6 and 7) . Maternal smoking during pregnancy appears to be responsible for around 8% of LBW among African Americans and 14% among Caucasians. Again the impact of smoking is stable across specifications. Table 8 presents the estimates for birthweight related to smoking intensity. Tables 9 and 10 report the estimates for low birthweight in dichotomous form related to smoking intensity. In this case we only report the results of model 3 (as defined in Table 4 ), for simplicity purposes. The results suggest that an increasing and strong monotonic dose relationship emerges for birthweight. Nonetheless, the dose relationship is not linear. Instead, the deleterious effects of smoking on birth outcomes start occurring at very low baseline consumption, which raises suspicions of behavioral influences.
Propensity score results
We selected the co-variates in the propensity score method to satisfy the balance property, which asserts that smoking participation and the observed co-variates are conditionally independent, given the propensity score. The propensity score is a function of variables in the single parametric regressions (Model 3), except infant sex. We additionally control for prices of cigarettes when the mother was a teenager (average price of cigarettes and income per-capita during the period the mother was 15 years old to 19 years old), and interaction effects between marital status and number of children, education and age. We include these additional variables to balance the scores and following the recommendation of Heckman et al. [16] that consider the gains of efficiency when there are variables that affect the propensity score but can be excluded from the second stage. The propensity score is naturally bounded between zero and one and was estimated using a standard probit model. (Results available upon request).
Matching estimator for binary treatment
To identify the appropriate matches, we alternatively set the cut-off for similar probability at 10% and 5% in predicting the likelihood of being a smoker. The alternative cut-off values did not appreciably change the results. Because matching performance relies on closeness of the propensity scores, we report results for those with propensity scores that differ by less than 5%. Observations for which the estimated marginal probabilities were larger (smaller) than the maximum (minimum) of the corresponding probability in the counterpart group were excluded. From our large set of Caucasian mothers, only 10,284 of mothers who smoke were matched with 7,258 non-smokers. The average number of times that a non-smoker in the control group was matched is 1.4, but some observations are heavily used. [The maximum number of replacements is 14]. For African Americans, 4,469 smokers were matched with 2,770 non-smokers. The average number of times that a non-smoker was matched is 1.3. Again some observations are heavily used [maximum number of replacement is 21 times], which may result in an inflation of the variance. Table 11 reports the mean impact and the variance of smoking participation on birth outcomes, based on the difference between matched observations, providing evidence that smoking has a negative impact on birthweight and increases the risks for LBW. Furthermore, these results are similar to results from the parametric methods. Nonetheless the results for the African American sample suggest that our one equation parametric models slightly overestimate the effect on birthweight, as well as the risk of low birthweight.
Matching estimator for multi-treatment
We use an ordered Probit to obtainP 0 ;P 1 ; . . .P 3 Â Ã , with the same covariates used in the bivariate propensity score earlier. Pair-wise matches are based on the Mahalonobis distance. Again, matching is done allowing for replacement. To ensure common support we delete all observations with probabilities larger than the smallest maximum and smaller than the largest minimum of all intensity levels. Tables 12 and 13 report the estimates for the mean differences in the birth outcome, given the intensity of consumption with reference to the non-smoking level. The results for dose-response suggest that there is a negative effect on birth outcome by going from light to moderate or heavy consumption. The effects on birth outcomes are already present at low levels of consumption, confirming that the deleterious effect of smoking is likely to start at low levels of consumption. As with the binary treatment, the results suggest that parametric models slight overestimate the impact of smoking participation for the African American sample. The difference is very small for low levels of consumption but it increases for moderate and heavy smokers. On the other hand, matching results do not suggest a dose response, on birthweight, from moderate to heavy smoking for the African American sample. Nonetheless, the number of matched observations is very small and the estimated coefficient is not statistically significant, and therefore we should be seriously cautious in deriving any conclusion. For the Caucasian sample, the matched results are again very similar to the parametric estimation, although among heavy smokers the results suggest that the parametric model may slightly underestimate the negative effects of smoking for heavy smokers.
Unconfoundedness assumption
In this section we focus on the validity of the unconfoundedness assumption. The validity of the unconfoundedness assumption implies that the group of matched smokers does not differ from the group of matched nonsmokers in the variables that are associated to smoking participation. We tested the hypothesis at different levels of propensity score. Our results suggest that matched smokers and non-smokers have indeed similar distributions of observable variables. We grouped the observations into strata defined on the estimated propensity score and checked Reset (P-value) 0.078 whether the covariates were balanced across the smoking and non-smoking sub-populations within each stratum. The usual tests for the statistical significance of the differences in the first and second moments of the distribution were performed. The means of the main variables, conditional on the propensity score, are not significantly different in terms of the attributes. These results are impractical to report here but are available upon request.
Conclusions
Our main goal was to investigate the impact of smoking on birth outcomes. In this article, we have utilized a method for estimating the treatment effect of smoking on birth outcomes in the presence of non-random assignment with propensity score matching. Our results strengthen the evidence that cigarette smoking during pregnancy has a significant impact on the health of infants at birth. We conclude that OLS estimates and probit estimates perform empirically well in estimating the birth outcome production function, in terms of measuring the effects of tobacco. Several pieces of evidence support our conclusions. First, parametric regressions are strongly robust. This indicates that the smoking effect is not mediated by observable variables. Second, the results of OLS and Matching estimators are similar.
Our results contribute to the literature that claims that smoking during pregnancy has deleterious effects on the health endowment at birth. The data confirms that African Americans tend to have poorer birth outcomes when compared with Caucasians. Although this difference cannot be attributable solely to smoking since black mothers are less likely to be smokers, cigarette smoking affects disproportionately the likelihood of low birthweight among blacks.
Moreover, there is evidence that the deleterious causal effect of smoking starts at low levels of consumption. This result suggests that the benefits of reducing smoking during pregnancy are significantly larger for mothers who achieve total cessation, and therefore public policy messages should preferentially address the goal of zero consumption. Nonetheless, there is evidence that there is a dose response so mothers who are not able to quit smoking should be encouraged to reduce consumption. One should note that the dose-response results leave scope for behavioral explanations suggesting that smokers may indeed be a selfselected group among pregnant woman.
Smoking during pregnancy is also an economic phenomenon. The individual and social costs attributable to smoking during pregnancy are often ignored even by research that evaluates the economic costs of smoking. Using our baseline probit estimates, and the estimates by Lightwood et al. [30] , the estimated total excess direct neonatal costs attributable to maternal smoking, in 1995, exceed $300 million dollars (in 1995 US Dollars). This is still a very conservative estimate since it does not include the additional costs of complicated births, the indirect neonatal costs, as well as long-term health and education costs that are thought to be associated to maternal smoking. More research should be devoted to estimating the costs of smoking during pregnancy and evaluating the cost-effectiveness of the cessation programs for pregnant woman.
Our conclusions must be tempered by several factors. First there are several other methodological problems influencing the validity of the results such as measurement errors in self-reported smoking habits and sample-selection. Second, a better specification of birth outcomes, with more refined data in particular on smoking behaviors, family income, health insurance, and other substance abuse may also permit a better interpretation of coefficients and help to clarify the causality relationship.
